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Xiamen is a special care for the city of God, the area is not large, beautiful scenery and pleasant weather. Dress, hat, shorts,
slippers, plus a bike, you can easily walk around. Two wheels to turn a take you immersed in the languid is lazy breath, without
difficulty through the blocking in heavy traffic on the road, shuttling is not only network strategy in Xiamen, encounter a feeling place
stopped and eat a old Xiamen Cuisine, took off his shoes and chasing puff like wave flower, nestled in the seaside number hovering
seagull to the golden gate of flying in the direction of the... 1 Hayao Miyazaki Movie Soundtrack & the road around the island of
southern style picture has a lovely words are so say: hate her, she cheated her ride to Tibet. Love her, take her to Xiamen Island
Road riding. The visible and the "body in hell, soul in heaven" hidden line riding, riding on Huandao Road in Xiamen can be called to
be physical and mental comfort, the wind flying bike Romantic Paradise. riding route: boardwalk Huandao Road - Pearl Bay tzengtsu - Island Road - Huangcuo Beach - coconut village, about 10km. riding challenge. You can feel it The view range assumes
.delicacy aggregation index assumes you nearby attractions: Hulishan fortress, Island Park, Guanyin Mountain dream coast. Xiamen
streets everywhere with garland, it means to tell the others that "I am a visitor". Xiamen island although the area is not large, but the
whole journey with their feet or more tired, slow speed of the bike is the best way to explore the island of Xiamen 2 rock music &
Xiamen University, the pursuit of youth literature track Xiamen University is known as the most beautiful China, it's one of the few
attractions can become a university. Picturesque since Needless to say, cycling quiveringly the front line in the wide road. On the way
a flickering are Chinese and western is full of artistic atmosphere and academic atmosphere construction, straight palm trees, large
areas of lawn and are willing to sit in the back seat of the male students that one banquet dress fluttering sister. Like in a cultural
landscape and the garden, the spring breeze, refreshed. < p > the riding route: Jiageng buildings - Yanwu Stadium - Lotus Lake Valentine Valley - Hibiscus tunnel - Xiamen University Baicheng beach, about 5km. riding challenge. You can feel you can feel view
view assumes it * * * * delicacy aggregation index, near scenic spots: South Putuo, Wan stone botanical garden, Railway Cultural
park. 3 & old city alley nostalgia accent; Xiamen chowhound in Xiamen, in eight, glutton. If you go to a city can only go to a place, then
he chose the city's food market, because in the vegetable market
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